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ABSTRACT. Let S° denote the sphere spectrum localized away from 3. The element βλ

is the generator of the homotopy group πw(S°). Toda showed that β\ φ 0 and β\ = 0.

In this paper, we generalize his result and show that β\βgt+\ Φ 0 and β\βgt+ι = 0 for

β9t+ι e π\44t+ιo{S°) with t > 0. In particular, β*βιoφθ and β*βιo = O, where the

existence of βl0 was shown by Oka. This is proved by determining subgroups of

π*{LιS°). Here L2 denotes the Bousfield localization functor with respect to v^BP.

1. Introduction

Let p be a prime number and S° the sphere spectrum localized away from

p. Let E*(X) denote the iv-term of the Adams-Novikov spectral sequence

converging to π*(X) for a spectrum X localized away from p. Miller, Ravenel

and Wilson [1] introduced β-elements βs/jJ+x in E%{S°) for (s,j,i + 1) e B+,

where

B+ = {(s,j,i+ 1) e Z 3 \s = mpn,n >0,pJfm > \J > l,i > 0, subject to

i) j <pn if m = 1, ii) pι\j < an-h and iii) an-i-\ < j if pi+ι\j}

for integers a^ defined by ao = 1 and a^ = pk + pk~λ — 1. Here we use the

abbreviation βs/jX = βs/j and βs/xx = βs.

Let F(l) denote the Toda-Smith spectrum, which is a cofiber of the

Adams map α : Σ2p~2V(0) -+ F(0), where V(0) is the mod/? Moore spec-

trum. Since there exists a map β : Σ2p ~2V{\) -^ V{\) which induces V2 on

.SP-homology at a prime p > 3 by [9], we have homotopy elements βt e

K2t(p2-\)-2p(S°) with t > 0. On the other hand, there is no such self map at

the prime 3. However there are homotopy elements βt for / = 1,2,3,5,6,10

in this case due to Toda and Oka (cf. [2]). Besides, assuming the existence

of the self map B : Σl44V(l) —> V{\) that induces v\ on i?P-homology, we see
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